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Photoemission cross sections Oem) for the A‑X, B‑X, and C‑X bands of CH resulting from the
He(235)+CH3X (X‑H, Cl, Br, I) reaction have been studied in the relative collision energy
(ER) of 120‑210 meV. Formation cross sections (a) for CH(A, B, C) were evaluated from the
crem's taking account of predissociation. A good correlation was found between the sum of the
o‑'s for CH and the dipole‑induced dipole interaction of He(2 S) with targets. The o"em's from
methane increase with EK, while those from methyl hahdes decrease with increasing ER. The
positive energy dependence for methane implies that effective potentials leading to CH are
repulsive, whereas attractive potentials play a dominant role in the reaction of He(2 S) with methyl
halides. Model potentials between CH3Cl and He*(Li) calculated using ab initio molecular orbital
methods indicate that He(2 3S) approaches CH3Cl not from CH3 side but from Cl side.ゥ7997
American Institute of Physics. [S0021‑9606(97)0021 1‑0]

L 【NTRODUCTION

B, and C states of CH fragments resulting from collision of

When the He(2 3S: 19.82 eV) atom collides with an
atom or a small molecule, chemi‑ionization (Penning ioniza‑
tion) is of major part in quenching reactions.

He(2 S) with methane and chloromethanes by beam appa‑
ratus, and obtained their formation rate constants. The ob‑
served vibrational and rotational distributions of CH(A,

One of the
V′

specific aspects of the Penning lomzation is the dependence
of its cross section on the collision energy since it reflects the
interaction potential of He(2 *S) with the target.

The

cross section may either increase or decrease with increasing
the collision energy depending upon the interaction involved.
The positive dependence on the collision energy implies that
the interaction potential is repulsive, while the negative de‑

pendence indicates a well depth in the potential. When the
target is a molecule, there is however an anisotropy of the
interaction potential. It is difficult to obtain the information
of the anisotropy from the collision energy dependence of
the total lonization cross section since the total ion is a su‑
perposition of individual ionic states. Since spatial distribu‑
tions of the individual molecular orbital are generally aniso‑
tropic, the effective orientation for producing each ionic
states of a target molecule can be examined using the kinetic
energy analysis of Penning electrons (PIES). Combining

‑0‑2)

show

lower

excitations

than

the

prior

distributions

predicted for both the resonant transfer and the complex for‑
mation models. In contrast to the information concerning the
internal population distributions of the products, very little is
known about the dependence of emission cross sections on
the collision energy, except for the N2 (B‑X) emission pro‑
duced by the He(2

S)+N2 reaction. This is probably

caused by the fact that the application of the FA method to
measurements at higher collision energy is difficult, while
emissions in the beam apparatus are usually too weak.
For the He(2

S) and methane or methyl halides system,

even if the target branches inta either ionic states19'2 by the
Penning ionization or neutral丘agments by dissociation in
exit channels, the entrance potential surface is considered to
be the same. This does not necessarily mean that the depen‑
dence of emission cross sections for the neutral fragments on
血e collision energy becomes the same as that of iomzation

measurements of collision energy dependence of partial ion‑

cross sections for the ion states. Dissociation process leading

ization cross section and PIES, Ohno and his co‑wo止ers )‑n

to neutral丘agments seems to be complicated more than the

have developed the study on the anisotropy and specific na‑

Penning ionization, which can be explained by the electron

ture of the interaction potentials of He(2 3S) with targets.

exchange model; the neutral fragmentation should be ex‑

In the collisions of He(2 35) with molecules, neutral

plained by either direct dissociation or predissociation of the

fragmentations can also occur by dissociation of superex‑

superexcited states. Moreover, formation of neutral frag‑

cited states,1 which are produced via direct electronic‑to‑

ments can be affected from other potential surfaces correlat‑

electronic energy transfer. Dissociation processes of methane

ing with the exit channels. Thus, the dependences of the

and halogenated methanes resulting from collision with He

emission cross sections for the fragments on the collision

(2 S) have been studied by many authors13‑17 using且owing

energy are expected to provide information about the inter‑

afterglow (FA) and bea血method. Tsuji et al. obtained

action potential and the dissociation mechanism. The knowl‑

emission rate constants and emission cross sections of ex‑

edge of the interaction potentials of He(2

cited H and CH

leading to the CH radical is required for quantitative under‑

丘agments produced

丘om the

He(2 j5) +CH4 reaction, and discussed excitation processes
for forming CH(A, B) from the analysis of the rotational
distribution. Li et al. observed photoemissions from the A,
J. Chem. Phys. 106 (1 1), 15 March 1997

5) with targets

standing of the dissociation dynamics.
This paper reports emission cross sections (aem) for the
A‑X, B‑X, and C‑X bands of the CH fragment produced
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by the collision of He(2 3S) with CH3X (X‑H, Cl, Br, I)

power. This means that the <7em values and their kinetic en‑

and the collision energy dependence of the crem's in the 120‑

ergy dependencies were measured with a relatively broad
collision energy.

210 meV range. Formation processes of CH have been dis‑
cussed on the basis of the correlation between a values and

The fluorescence resulting from the collision of

properties of target molecules and of the interaction poten‑

He(2

tials between He(2 3S) and target molecules calculated by
ab initio molecular orbital methods.

tion perpendicular to both the molecular and He* beams. The

S) with the target molecules was observed in a direc‑

relative sensitivity of the total photon‑detection system was
calibrated with a deuterium lamp in the 200‑310 nm region
and with a halogen lamp in the 310‑600 nm region. In this

II. EXPERIMENT

study, the arem for the且uorescence produced by collision of
He(2 S) was evaluated by comparing its emission intensity

The apparatus and experimental details concerning the
fluorescence measurement were previously reported. ' In
brief, He(2 S, 2 1S) atoms are produced with a nozzle dis‑

with that of the following Penning ipnization:

He(2 "S)+N2‑N2+(B2∑u+)+He+e.

(2)

charge source and skimmed into a collision chamber; the

We adopted a aem value of(3.2±0.3)×10￣

singlet component of the total He*且ux was estimated to be

tion (2) at a relative collision energy (｣R) of 140 meV; this

m2 forreac‑

about l0%. The target gases flowed out to the collision

value was estimated for Fig. 5 in Ref. 18. The total emission

chamber forming an effusive molecular beam through a mul‑

intensity of the N2+(B‑X) system was derived from the in‑

ticapillary array. Under typical stable operating conditions,

tensities of the 0‑0 and 1‑0 bands using the scaling factors

the discharge current was 8‑25 mA, the voltage was 400‑

calculated by Comes and Speier. In order to derive the

900 V, and the pressure of residual gas at the collision cham‑

o‑em values, the density and spatial distribution of N2 and the

ber measured by an ionization vacuum gauge was less than

target molecules at the collision region were calibrated丘om

2‑7 mPa. The sample gases of CH4 (stated purity of 99%)
and CH3CI (stated purity of 99.5%) were used without fur‑

the pressure measured with a capacitance manometer by a
similar method to that reported elsewhere.

ther purification, while CH3Br (>99%) and CH3I (>99%)
were used after degassing.

Ⅲ. CALCULATION

The velocity distributions of the He* beam were mea‑
sured with a separate apparatus equipped with a similar He*
beam source. The apparatus consists of a He* beam source, a

In order to discuss the observed results concerning the
collision energy dependence of the o‑em's for the CH(A‑X,

collimation chamber, and a metastable atom detection cham‑

B‑X, C‑X) band, the interaction‑potential curves for a

ber. The velocity distribution of the He* beam was obtained

He(2 S) atom approaching carbon and chlorine atoms along

by measuring the time‑of‑flight (TOF) from a chopper disk
to a plate (stainless steel) placed 810 mm downstream in the

several directions were calculated for CH4 and CH3Cl using
ab initio molecular orbital (MO) methods. Since there are

metastable atom detection chamber; secondary electrons pro‑

difficulties associated with calculating the excited states and

duced丘om the plate were detected by a channel electron

a well‑known resemblance between He(2 3S) and

multiplier. The average kinetic energy (EM) of the He*

Li(2 25),8'26'27 in this study a Li(2 2S) atom was used in

beam, which was derived from the root‑mean‑square veloc‑

place of He(2 35).10'28

ity (vM) of the He* beam, was found to depend only on the

The interaction potentials between a Li(2 2S) atom and

discharge power at the beam source. The thus‑derived EM

CH4 or CH3CI were calculated using the GAUSSIAN 94 pro‑

value almost coincides with the most probable energy for

gram package29 in the unrestricted Hartree‑Fock (UHF)

each TOF spectrum. The kinetic energy distribution of He*

scheme and the MolleトPlesset perturbation method (MP2)

beam, which was nearly approximated by a Gaussian func‑

with the丘ozen‑core approximation. The standard 6‑3 1G ba‑

tion, was estimated to be 40 meV (hwhm) at JM‑120 meV
and 80 meV at JM‑200 meV

three p polarization functions for hydrogen, and three d and

By using the relative velocity averaged over the veloci‑

one / polarization functions (Li, C, Cl). The resulting basis

ties of the He* atoms and the target molecules, the collision

sis sets were employed with a diffuse function (H, Li, C, Cl),

set is denoted as 6‑31+ +G(3d/, 3p).

energy dependence of <xem was obtained by converting the
function of EM into that of ER with a relation between ER

IV. RESULTS

and the reduced mass (/x) of the He+target system,

Figure 1 shows typical emission spectra produced by the

ER‑ jj,( vM2+ 3kT/m)!2,

(=

where T and m are the temperature (300 K) and the mass of

collisions of He(2 35) with CH4, CH3Cl, CH3Br, and
CH3I. The emissions in the 305‑324, 355‑414, and 414‑

the target molecule, respectively. In the飢Iorescence mea‑

444 nm range, which were observed丘om all parents, were
assigned to the C ∑+‑X2U, B<∑ ‑X2II, and A2A‑X2n

surements, we did not use the velocity‑selected He* beam

bands of CH with the aid of spectral data.30'31 The 486 nm

because of the weak飢jorescence intensity. Thus, we con‑
trolled the kinetic energy of the He* beam by varying the

peak appeared in all spectra was assigned to H^ line. The
278 nm peak丘om CH3CI was assigned to the CCl(A2A‑X

discharge power, since EM increases with the discharge

:II) system.33 The several peaks appeared in the 445‑480
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FIG. 2. The log aem (ER) vs log ER plots for the A‑X, B‑X, and C‑X
bands of CH produced by collision of He(2 Js) with CH4.
200

300

400

500

Wave length/nm

predissociation ''' should be corrected for the B and C
states in order to evaluate their cr's. In this study, the emis‑

FIG. 1. Typical emission spectra resulting from collision of Ue(2iS) with

sion intensities for the CH(B‑X) and CH(C‑X) bands were

(a) CH4, (b) CH3CI, (c) CH3Br, and (d) CH3I; the optical resolution is 3.3

corrected as follows:

nm (fwhm), and the dependence of the optical sensitivity on the wavelength
is calibrated.

/[B‑X]‑1.35×7(0‑0)+3×7(1‑0),
/[C‑X]‑7×1(0‑0),

nm region丘om CH3Br were attributed to the Br resonance
lines, and the peak around 200 nm from CH3I was assigned
to the I resonance line.32
If the excited state produced by collision of He(2

S)

can decay only by radiation, the observed crem value is equal
to its formation cross section (a). No predissociation has
been

found

for

CH(A,

v′‑0),

while

lifetime

for

N

predissociation.

the

The

v′‑2

where 7(0‑0) and 7(1‑0) denote the emission intensities of
the 0‑0 and 1‑0 sequences, respectively, of the B‑X or the
C‑X transition. The correction factor for the 0‑0 sequences
of the B‑X band is adopted fronMhe result by Tsuji et al.,15
and the factor for the 1‑0 sequences is roughly estimated
from the ratio of the rotational state sum at 3300 K (from

>11

Ref.
of

CH(A,

v′‑1)

decreases

for

level seems to occur predissociation since its lifetime is
shorter than that for the v/‑0 level. Nevertheless, the de‑
crease in the emission intensity for higher rotational lines of

15)

for

v′‑0

to

that

for

v′‑1

taking

account

then the aem for the CH(A‑X) band is expected to be equal
to the a for CH(A). On the other hand, the effect of

TABLE I. Formation cross sections (a) for CH(A, B, C) produced by the
collision of He(235) with methane and methyl halides.
a/10"

Target CH(A2A) CH(B2∑ ‑) cu(cZ∑ ‑) ｣R/meV Method
4.0
4.8
10.3± 1.8
CH3C1

3 1
47.1±5.9

CH3Br 44.6±4.3
CHJ
34.9±4.7

40

Crossed beam

40

Crossed beam

1.5
1.0

0.069
<0.071

2.1±0.4

0.21±0.04

135a This work

0.24
1.9±0.2

145a This work

9.0
9.3± 1.3
9.4±0.9
9.0± 0.8

2.2±0･2
2.2± 0･2

40

Crossed beam

150a This work
150a This work

"The hwhm of the kinetic energy distribution for the He* beam is estimated
tobe55 mev.

E^/me V

bReference 15.
Reference 17.

the

fact

average of the values (4‑17) calculated丘om the observed

the 0‑0 sequences of the CH(A‑X) band is negligible, and

CH4

of

that predissociation occur for N'>14 of v'‑0 and N >6 of
v'‑ 1. A correction factor of seven for the C‑X band is an

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 3 but for CH3Cl.
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TABLE II. Slope parameter m determined from log aem (ER) vs log ER
plots.

sjiun‑qac/'

Target JR/meV CH (A ‑X)

CH (B ‑ X)

C H (C ‑X)

CH4
CH3CI115
126霊霊禁0.08(1
cH3Br131‑205‑0.24(8)
CH3I133‑208‑0.09(10)二0.24(12)‑0.23(12)
‑0.16(莞0.36(15)
0.05(12)‑0.15(12)
‑0.09(12)
Numbers in parentheses indicate experimental uncertainties.

The o‑em's for the A‑X, B‑X, and C‑X bands from CJL
increase with the relative collision energy (ER) , while those
^R/meV

from methyl halides decrease with increasing ER.
Figures 6 and 7 show the potential‑energy curves

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for CH3Br.

V*(R) for CH4‑He*(Li) and CH3Cl‑He*(Li), respectively,
obtained from the model potential calculation; R is the dis‑
tance between the Li atom and the carbon atom or the chlo‑

lifetimes34'35'37'38 and the theoretical radiative lifetime of 89
ns for the CH(C, v'‑0) state.39 Table I lists the a values for
CH(A, B, C) thus obtained from all targets, which are com‑
pared with those derived from the rate constants measured at
thermal energy under the beam condition.15'17 In the present
study, the uncertainties attached to the a values include both
the uncertainty in the crem value for the reference reaction
and experimental errors; the latter includes the fluctuation on
the He* flux, the uncertainty in the relative sensitivity of the
photon‑detection system, and the uncertainty in the relative
gas density.
Figures 2‑5 show logcrem(｣R) vs logJR plots for
CH4, CH3CI, CH3Ilr, and CH3I, respectively, and Table II
lists the values of the slope m of the log aem (ER) vs

nne atom of the targets, when the Li atom approaches along
several directions. For all the cases the nuclear positions of
CH4 and CH3Cl were fixed at the experimental geometry.40
V. DISCUSSION
A. Formation cross sections (a) of CH(A, B, C】
The a values observed from methyl halides are 3‑10
times as large as those for CH4. The sum of the o‑'s for the
A, B, and C states of CH from CH4 in the present experiment
is 0.13× 10

m2, which is about 1% of the total quenching

cross section for the He(2 3S) and CH4 collision.^3 The
same sum for CH3Cl is 0.58×1(T20 m2, while the total
quenching cross section for the He(2 3S) and CH3Cl colli‑

logER plots. Although we do not mention a quantitative
comparison on the slope parameter because of the relatively
broad kinetic energy distribution of the He* beam, qualita‑
tive features on the energy dependences seem to be clear.

sjiun#qjB/ma｣)

0. 1

0.3

0.5

0.7

R(Li‑C)/nm
fiR/meV

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but for CH3I.

FIG. 6. Model potential curves V*(R) for CH4‑He*(Li); R is the distance
between Li and C atom.
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FIG. 7. Model potential curves V*(R) for CH3Cl‑He*(Li) as a function of
the Li‑Cl or Li‑C distance.
FIG. 8. Semi‑logarithmic plots of (alg)'s for the A, B and C states of CH
vs their electronic energy for (a) CH4, (b) CH3Cl, (c) CH3Br, and (d)
CHJ.

sion measured at 300 K is 63× 1(T20 m2. Although we do
not know other available data, the total crem for CH is esti‑
mated to be about 1% of the total quenching cross section for

where E(i) is the electronic energy of the state is
According to the thermochemical and spectroscopic

the He(2 3S) and methyl halides reaction; the Penning ion‑

data,42'43

ization should be the main decay process.

He(2 35)+CH3X (X‑H, Cl, Br, I) reactions is as follows:

the energetics for forming CH(X) from the

The a values obtained from CH4 and CH3Cl in this
study are fairly larger than the thermal data. This discrepancy
is probably caused by the difference in the standard aem
value adopted for reaction (2); the thermal r data have been
derived from a <rem of2.1× 10

m , which was obtained at

300.K using *em ‑ 2‑87×10￣11 cn^s"1 (Ref. 13) and the

He(2 3S) +CH3X‑+CH(X)+2H+X+He,
｣a ‑6.09‑8.15 eV,

(4)

where H and X atoms are in their ground states. Other dis‑
sociation channels, He(2 3S)+CH3X (X‑H, Cl, Br, I)
→CH(X)+H2+X+He and He(2 j5)+CH3X‑CH(X)

relation, aem‑ kem/( SkT/TT/j,) 1/2
Here, we can de負ne the population normalized by the
degeneracy g, a/g, for the A, B, and C states. Figure 8
shows the relative a/g value against the electronic energy
for the A, B, and C states. For all parents the plots are linear
and then the relative population among the A, B, and C states
can be represented by a Boltzmann temperature (Te); the
Te values obtained from the slope of the fitting lines are 3850
±400 K for CH4, 4800±400 K for CH3CI, 5150±400 K for
CH3Br, and 5950±500 K for CH3I. The Te values for CH4
and CEkCl coincide with the vibrational and rotational tem‑
peratures of CH(A) from the same parent obtained at thermal
energy.15' On the assumption that the distribution repre‑
sented by Te is applicable to the ground state, the average
electronic energy for the CH product (Ee) can be evaluated
by

+HX+H+He, seem to be unimportant. Tsuji etal. con‑
eluded that the CH(A, B) production dominantly proceeds
through reaction (4) by the result based on the analysis of
rotational distributions.
If the available energy (Eav) is distributed statistically
among all degrees of freedom neglecting the electronic en‑
ergies of H and X, the part of the electronic energy for CH
can be estimated for reaction (4). For e竺a誓pie, the Eaw of
6.09 eV for CH4 can be distributed statistically among 20
degrees of freedom (g); 15 degrees of freedoms are for the
translation, two for both the vibrational and rotational de‑
grees of CH, and one for the electronic of CH. Table III lists
the thus‑obtained Te and Ee values compared with the part
(Em/g) for the electronic energy of CH. The Ee values are
estimated to be 53‑63% of the predicted values assuming a
statistical distribution: the randomization of Jav is inad‑
equate. This result is consistent with the fact that the calcu‑

Ep‑

∑,E(i)*(i)exp[ ‑｣(i)/*:re]
芝ig(i)exp[ ‑E(i)/kTe]

(3)

lated prior distributions predict higher vibrational and rota‑
tional excitations than the observed distributions for CH(A)
from CH4 and CH3Cl. The available energy is converted

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, No. ll, 15 March 1997
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TABLE III. Electronic temperature (Te), excitation energy (Ee), and avail‑
able energy (｣av) calculated for reaction (4).

3850 ± 400

CH,C1
CH,Br
CHJ

EJ牀W

4800ア400
5150 ≡ 400
5950 ≡ 500

EJtW

(E3

/g)/eVa

o

oo
Nv
co
O‑
Oh
>/蝣>
O
′or‑r‑￣oO

TJK

CPL

* ‑ M ォ
ー <N <N cN
o
o
o

Target

0.305
0.352
0.380
0.408

showstherelationbetweenthesumofthecr'sforCH(A,B,
急andC‑orCdiscalculated
,48and/M.46Alth｡ughCuuis慧mii45n,46T41
C6valueforthesemolecules,thecorrelationofthetotala
sthan｡ne‑tenth｡fthe
WlthCwisevident.Onthecontrary,itcanbeconcluded
thatthetotaladoesnotdependonCdis.Thisimpliesthat
thedipole‑induceddipoleinteractionplaysanimportantrole
forformationofCH.

The g value represents the degrees of freedom for reaction (4); see text.

C.Collisionenergydependenceof<remand
interactionpotentials

specifically to the translational energy. This implies that the
superexcited triplet CH3X* states correlating to CH are
highly repulsive as concluded by Tsuji et al.15 for CH4.

B. Correlation ｡f o‑ with properties of target
molecules
The a values from methyl halides are remarkably larger
than those from CH4 , and the collision energy dependencies
of cr's show that the effective potentials of He(23S) and
methyl halides are attractive. If the attractive part of the in‑
teraction potential V*(R) between M (metastable atom) and
T (target molecule) is described by

V*(R)‑ ‑CJR‑S,

(5)

the leading term can be regarded as the type of 5‑6 in the
collision of He(2 3S) with targets. The C6 coefficient (in
eV m units) in Eq. (5), which consists of the dipole‑induced
dipole (C伸) and dispersion (Cdis) terms is given44 by
c,‑ c伸+ Cais
‑ p手α fJAirecQ

Thedependenciesoftheo‑em'sfortheA‑X,B‑X,and
C‑Xbands丘ommethaneontherelativecollisionenergy
(ER)areobservedtobepositive,whereasthosedependen‑
ciesfrommethylhalidesarenegative.Thisimpliesthatthe
‑‑emsfrommethaneatthermalenergybecomesmallerthan
thoseinthisstudy,andthatthereverseisappliedtothosefor
methylhalides.Thus,thea(CH3Cl)/0‑(CH4)ratioisex‑
pectedtodecreasewithincreasingER.Thisfindingiscon‑
j・,サ・
sistentwiththeexperimentalresults;theγvaluefortheA
state丘omCH3CIrelativetothat丘omCH4obtainedinthis
study,a(CH3Cl)/0‑(CH4)‑4.6,issmallerthantheratio,6.5,
calculatedfromthethermalrvalues.TheratiofortheB
stateshowsasimilartendency.
Thepositivedependenceoftheo‑em'sfromCH40nthe
collisionenergyimpliesthatarepulsivepotentialplaysa
dominantrolebetweenHe(23S)andCH4,whilethenega‑
tiveenergydependence丘ommethylhalidesindicatesthat
theeffectivepotentialsbetweenHe(23S)andmethylhalides
leadingtoCH(A,B,C)areattractive.InPenningionization,
ifthelong‑rangeattractivepartoftheinteractionpotential
V*(R)ispredominant,anditsfunctionisofform(5),the
lomzationcrosssection&i(ER)isrepresentedby

(6)

+ (3/2)[/T/M/(/T+/M)]αTαM ,

where jx is the dipole moment, α, is the polarizability, and /
is the first ionization potential; e and eO are the charge of
electron and permittivity of vacuum, respectively. Figure 9

1 000

2000

cdjs /10^‑ eVm6

FIG. 9. Plots of the total a vs the dipole‑induced dipole coefficient
(C伸,・) or the dispersion coefficient (Cd】S , ○) for the potential between
He(2 5) and target molecules; the correlation line is displayed between the
total a and C伸.

o"i(^R)ォ^R‑21s(7)
Underorbitingapproximation,thisresultcanbeappliedto
aemforexcitedfragmentsproducedfromneutraldissocia‑
tion.Thesvalue,whichdeterminesthesteepnessoftheat‑
tractivepotentialcanbeobtainedfromtheslopem.Thes
valuesforCH(A)thusobtainedfromCH3Cl,CH3Br,and
CH3Iare17,8,and22,respectively.Thesearelargerthan
thevalueforthedispersionanddipole‑induceddipoleinter‑
action.Thisresultmaysuggesteitherthathigherorderpo‑
tentialsarealsoeffectiveintheexcitationorthatformation
ofCHfrommethylhalidesisslightlyaffectedbyrepulsive
partofthepotential.Inthelattercase,thecollisionenergy
dependenceofae且attens,reachesaminimum,andthen
increaseswithrespecttotheincreaseofthecollision
energy.Thus,theseunusuallylargesvaluescouldalsobe
anartifactofthesubstantialenergyspreadintheHe*beam.
Nevertheless,theflattenedcollisionenergydependencecan
beexplainedbyanexcitationtransfermodel,whichwillbe
describedbelow.
InthecalculationofthepotentialcurvesshowninFigs.
6and7,themolecularstructuresofthetargetswere石xed.
Thismeansthatthesecurvescorrespondtothepotentialbe‑
tweenthetargetandafastHe*(Li);thegeometryofthe
targetis丘ozeninthecollision.Nevertheless,thespeedsof
thedeformationalvibrationsofthetargetsareestimatedtobe
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comparablewiththevelocityofthemetastableatomatERof
200meV.Insuchacase,thegeometryofthetargetcanbe
adequatelyrelaxingduringthecollision.Thiseffectonthe

uがcm)
25‑

Ap/ASxsu叫膏wo

interactionpotentialwillappearasadownwarddeformation
ofthecurveforaslowHe*(Li).Fromthispointofview,the
interactionpotentialsbetweenthetargetsandtheslow
ii.̲‑,i￣...
He*(Li)werecalculatedforafewrestrictedcasesbypro‑
ceedingalongthegivencollisioncoordinateandoptimizing
allremainingdegreesoffreedom;thecurveforCH4was
obtainedformethylend‑onapproach[thesamedirection
representedbythemark(X)inFig.6],andthatforCH3Cl
wasobtainedforthecaseofLiatomapproachingthechlo‑
rineatomperpendiculartothemolecularaxis.Nevertheless,
thedeformationofthesecurvesfortheslowHe*(Li)was
negligible;amaximumshiftwassmallerthan6meV.The
CH4andCH3Clmoleculesareknownasrigidmolecules‑
i.e.largevibrational丘equenciesandsmallamplitudevibra‑
tionalmotions.Weconcludedthattherelaxationeffectcan
beneglectedinthecaseofrigidmoleculessuchasCH4and
CH3Cl;similarresultswereobtainedforCH3NCand
CH3CN.49
ThepotentialforCH4‑He*(Li)isveryrepulsiveas
showninFig.6,evenifHe*(Li)atomapproachesalongany

(a)

^uC ^ CCl)
‑10
巴ご∋雲雲⊂トロ 巴ご雲ごココ

3e(ォci)

‑一円トー7al(crccl)
‑･{

一一

=茎;

2e(免H3 )

20

¥ s ‑

6tfi (o*cci)
‑‑◆◆ 5oi(o"cci)

He(23S)

J
=

‑20

=

CH3CI C^Cl"

FIG. 10. The excitation transfer mechanism (a) followed by predissociation
(b) leading to CH*+H+H+Cl. Orbital energies for CH3Cl were calculated
by MP2/6‑31 + +G(d, p) method.

scheme as shown in Fig. 10(a). Such an energy transfer is
considered to be probable for CH3Cl from the following es‑

direction.Thisisconsistentwiththatthepositiveenergy
dependenceofthecr'sforCH.Thesimilarrepulsivepo‑
tentialisfoundaroundthemethylgroupforCH3Classhown
inFig.7,whereasthepotentialaroundthechlorinelonepairs
isattractive.50WhenHe*(Li)approachesClalongthedirec‑
tionperpendiculartothemolecularaxis,thepotentialshows
ii
awelldepthof40meV.Theo‑em'sforCHfrommethyl
halidesshownegativeenergydependencies.Thisimplies
thatHe(23S)approachesCH3ClnotfromCH3sidebutfrom
Clsideandthentheexcitedstateofmethylhalidesleadingto
CHmaybeproduced.IntheHe(23S)Penningionization,

timation of the excitation energy. The orbital energy of the

thenegativeenergydependenceoftheionizationcrosssec‑
tionfortheClnonbondingbandfrom(CH3)3CClorforthe
Ononbondingbands丘oraCH3OHand(CH3)Oisattributed
totheattractiveinteractionpotentialaroundthecorrespond‑
ingchlorineoroxygenlonepairs.ll'Nevertheless,itisun‑

Lindholm and Li5

certainhowtheexcitedstatecorrelatestoformationofCHin
neutraldissociationafterHe(23S)approachingfromCl

pied <j*(C‑Cl) is expected to be nearly equal to that of He

side.
Theabove短dingandthesmallnessofthetotalavalue
forformationofCHcomparedtothetotalquenchingcross
sectionmadeustopostulatethefollowingexcitationtransfer
mechanismforformationofCH*frommethylhalides:

6a】 (anti‑bonding type from C 2s and Cl 3s orbitals) is
nearly equal to that of the He Is orbital; the orbital energy of
6a i calculated with the optimized geometry using the MP2/
6‑31++G(d, p) method is ‑24.99 eV, while the ionization
energy of the He atom is 24.59 eV. Similarly, the orbital
energy of an unoccupied orbital needs to be approximately
equal to that of the He(2 3S) 2s orbital. The latter orbital
energy is estimated to be ‑4.77 eV丘om the excitation en‑
ergy of He(2 3S). Although the authors do not have infor‑
mation on the orbital energy of virtual orbitals for CH3Cl,
found that a virtual orbital having the

or*(C‑F) character exists at the orbital energy of ‑3.4 ev
using the extended H這ckel calculation for CH3F. The
o‑*(C‑F) virtual orbital for CH3F commonly appears m
other methyl halides. Thus, the orbital energy of the unoccu‑
(235) 2s orbital.
Once such an excitation transfer occurs, the highly ex‑
cited triplet state [CH3Cl]** is expected to decay by predis‑
sociation on competing with autoionization. The characters‑
tic features of neutral dissociation (9) must be governed by

the subsequent process shown in Figつ0(b); the repulsive
state will be produced from the [CH3Cl]** state by an in‑

He(2i5)+CH3Cl‑CH3Cl**+He,(8)

tramolecular Auger‑like process. Although several Auger‑

CH3Cl**‑CH*+H+H+Cl.(9)

like processes such as shown in Fig. 10(b) can be a candidate

WhentheHe(23S)atomapproachesacertaindistancefrom
CH3Cl,theelectronicstateshouldbecomemodifiedand
mixedwithvariousexcitationconfigurations,whichareen‑
ergeticallyalmostresonantwiththeinitialexcitationcon‑
figurationofHe(2S).Indespiteofthemixing,electronic
configurationsmaybeexpressedintermsoffrozenorbital
representationsofHe(23S)andCH3Cl.Whenexcitation

dominant process. In any case, this mechanism explains the

transferreaction(8)isinvolved,wemustconsiderexcitation

dependence of the o"em for CH produced from methane and

correlating to the CH* product, we cannot say which is the
flattened collision energy dependence of the formation cross
section since the transition probability to the exit channel m
the second step is almost irrespective of the distance between
He and也e target; the distance should not be an important
factor of the formation cross section for CH.
In summary, the measurement of the collision‑energy
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methyl halides has shown qualitative features of the effective

interaction potentials of He(2 35) with targets. When a ve‑
locity selected He(2 3S) beam can be used, we expect to
obtain more quantitative information about the interaction
potential. To our knowledge, very little is known about the
collision energy dependence of aem for neutral fragments
produced by collision with other metastable atoms. The for‑
mation of excited fragments is rather popular and predomi‑
nant in the collision with Ne*, Ar*, and Xe* rather than that
with He(2 S). Thus, this method will be principally appli‑
cable to且uorescences produced by neutral reactions of the
o血er metastable atoms.
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